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The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 aims to empower communities 
by giving them control over assets so they can work together to make better 
communities.   

Part 5 of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 introduced a right for 
community bodies to make requests to all local authorities, Scottish Ministers and a 
wide-ranging list of public bodies, for any land or buildings they feel they could make 
better use of. The Act moves asset transfer from a voluntary approach by public 
bodies to one which introduces a right for community bodies to make requests for 
ownership, lease, management or use of publicly owned buildings or land whether or 
not they are available for sale or considered surplus to requirements.  The Act 
requires those public authorities to assess requests transparently against a specified 
list of criteria, and to agree the request unless there are reasonable grounds for 
refusal. 

Receiving an Asset Transfer Request triggers a set of procedures and timeframes to 
ensure that the public body and community groups are engaged in discussion in a 
supportive and constructive manner.  This is to ensure that any exercise is well 
considered, appropriate and focussed on improving community outcomes. 

NHS Highland encourages groups firstly to discuss their proposal with their District 
Manager and submit an expression of interest form. They are then asked to 
complete a formal application form so we can fully assess the asset transfer request.  

In compliance with Section 29 of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015, 
NHS Highland is required to publish an annual report setting out the numbers of 
asset transfer requests received and their outcomes covering all requests received 
from the scheme coming into force up to 31 March 2022 as follows: 

Activity Frequency

 The number of asset transfer requests received 2021 to 2022 2  
Mackinnon 
Memorial 
Hospital in 
Broadford.  
Ian Charles 
Hospital in 
Grantown on 
Spey.

 The number of asset transfer requests agreed to or refused 
2021 to 2022 

0 Agreed 
0 Refused 
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 The number of requests which resulted in the transfer of 
ownership, lease or conferral of other rights

0 

 For appeals relating to requests made to NHS Highland, how 
many have been allowed, dismissed or have resulted in any part 
of the authority’s decision being reversed or changed

0 

 Where decisions made by NHS Highland have been reviewed, 
how many have been confirmed, modified or substituted by a 
different decision 

0 

 Any action taken by the public service authority to promote the 
use of asset transfer requests and support community transfer 
bodies to make requests 

0 

Promotion  

NHS Highland has created a prominent link on the front page of its website 
specifically dedicated to Asset Transfer requests.  The webpage explains how to 
submit an Asset Transfer request, clarity on who can make one, how to do so, 
contact details of local District/Locality Managers and contact details for a single 
point of contact.   

The website outlines the processes, details of the necessary timeframes and informs 
community groups on what Asset Transfer requests can be used for. There is also 
access to Scottish Government guidance. 
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